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The last city of men has changed.Only those who remember yesterday can see it.There is tension

in the air and violence in the corners you aren't supposed to notice.But Gwyn, a young girl in the

orchard community, has a different problem.Her learned memories seem to be gone, even the ones

that make her who she is.She wakes every morning, startled by the man next to her and the shack

of a house they live in.Even the ordinariness of her clothing seems out of place.There is a thirst for

adventure lingering in her throat and hunger for revenge she cannot place, eating away at her

stomach.And just when she thinks she has it all figured out, everything changes.A pair of green

eyes find her on the train.A pair of green eyes she knows from somewhere.
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This book killed me! I ended book #1 on such a high, and I did not expect book #2 to take off in this

new direction and throw in so many plot twists. I was shocked but I loved it. I couldn't read it fast

enough. I have only one complaint about these 2 books - why can't the girl just marry them all?!



We're already told there is a shortage of women and children, and too many men. The book has

described a couple other non-traditional pairings as acceptable. So I'm just frustrated with books like

this that the girl always has to pick. Just once, I'd love to read a love triangle where she gets both

men in the end. Or all 3. It doesn't have to get dirty; it can stay PG rated. But make them all live

happily ever after for once, please!!!!

The premise of this book was enjoyable and I found it interesting enough to keep reading. There

were so many creative ideas and plot points introduced and I found it disappointing when the author

didn't further explore them and instead focused on the love triangle of Gwyn, the protagonist. This

triangle actually even becomes a square during this second book, which is kind of ridiculous. The

reason I find this annoying is not because I don't expect this sort of dynamic in YA literature

(sometimes it's almost weird when it doesn't happen) but because the author didn't give me enough

of a reason to love Gwyn beyond a pretty face, much less for three very sensible and otherwise

intelligent men to love her. I feel like she is entirely too flaky in the first book and only barely

redeems herself in the second, strangely through her friendship with Nan and her own realization

that she was stupid to believe she was in love with three men. That is as far as the love story goes.

As a protagonist in general, she is also sometimes flaky in the beginning and then becomes

strangely murderous instead of wanting to make real change. It felt like she was a flimsy heroine

who settled for making her own personal world a better place after giving up on fixing the whole

world she only kind of wanted to fix in the first place. I would rather have read a story from Nan's

perspective. Also, I felt like the whole alien involvement thing wasn't sufficiently explained. There

was so much left unresolved and if the author was going to make you care or be curious about so

many other aspects of their society, why would she then just end it with their semi-uncertain happy

ending? It didn't really make me want to explore any more by Tara Brown.

Another Fantastic book by Tara Brown (A E Watson). She never ceases to amaze me and my

imagination! I have loved Taras writing and stories since the first book I read by her!I definitely

recommend that you read Imaginations which is the 1st book in the Series.So your taken within this

book to a new world full of horrible circumstances and choices, but also amazing at the same time.

The characters were fantastic, all the emotions that call for a great read are present.Gwyn, a girl

who has never had the freedom of choice for her own life, the people she loves in constant danger

and the world is in turmoil. Yet with the help of her friends Gwyn learns what is to be like the rest,

she learns what it is to be human. She sees the world for what it is and fights for what she believes



in.An amazing and content end to a an amazing Trilogy finished in only 2 books! I was left happy

and satisfied, but man the journey until that point was excruciating! My emotions were hijacked and I

laughedÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚â€ž, I criedÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Â¦, I was angryÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Â¬, I was

hopefulÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚â€œ and I was ultimately satisfiedÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Å .Thank you Tara

for another Fantastic Book!

Well written and edited, ending with a strong hope for the future built upon the wrongs of the past to

make things right again. Just like 'Imaginations' is a very good book; I'm starting to notice a trend.

Tara Brown is an amazing author, and I aspire to being just as good when I grow up (I'm in my 30's

haha!!). Onto the next amazing world this fabulous writer has written!

The first book in this series (Imaginations) was really good and the entire premise was so interesting

and different! I have no idea what happened between that book and this one. It was so confusing

and all over the place. So much going on that I literally skipped pages to just end my misery. I am a

huge fan of Tara Brown's writing, and I absolutely adored her Born series (probably her best work in

my opinion), but this was just so disappointing. I can't stress enough how absolutely scattered

everything was and I feel like the whole point of the series was lost about a chapter into this sequel.

Too bad. I guess all her books can't be winners!

Wonderful book about an apocalyptic World And a girls complicated love. Different on a normal end

of world kinda life and how to rebuild the civilization back. The main character has returned to the

last city to help destroy it. But ends up in some trouble herself . And needs help from unlikely people

and loses some hope, As well as lives along with regaining life.

Wonderful ending to this 2 book series. There is a lot that happens in this book and so many

competing emotions for our main characters. What I enjoyed most was the enduring bond between

Gwynn and Lyle. Even when it seemed that they might not be able to be together they still

supported the other unconditionally. My only complaint is that it could have used a couple more

chapters to allow me to be a part of how their lives move forward, but it in no way detracted from my

love of the book. Highly recommend this series!!

I'm absolutely in love with Tara Brown's books and one again she delivered. This series left you

wanting more at every turn of the page, making it impossible to put down. If you want adventure,



romance, mystery, and intrigue look no father, these books have it all. You'll fall in love with the

charters from the start and go through every new wonder, heartache, loss, and so much more with

all of them. I don't want to give any of the book away so I'll just say these books are about "What

you see, isn't what you always get," sometimes you have to look beyond.
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